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2020 has been
a hell of a ride
Well, that was unexpected.
At our Annual General Meeting just a few short months ago, your PADC was
outlining plans for new Commune events, Community, and a revised Awards format
designed to re-introduce the WA Commercial Creativity industry to broader
business, government and public influencers. Barely a fortnight later, everyone’s
world was turned upside down and we proceeded to spend the next few months
staring at one another from the tiny Zoom squares on our laptops. It wasn’t ideal.
Since then, we’ve all been in regular contact with our fellow PADC Committee
members and the wider PADC community. We’ve torn up well-laid plans, gnashed
teeth and had some laughs. And, as Perth slowly becomes ready to reawaken from
our COVID slumber, we’re ready to restart as the Club that celebrates, inspires and
promotes WA creativity in all its forms. We’re glad to have you along for the ride.
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Why another
survey?
We get it. If you’re even tangentially involved in the
creativity industry, you’re likely to have found yourself
swamped by surveys, opinion pieces, and strategy
discussions in recent times. It’s a fair question to ask why
we’d need to bother adding to the pile.
Our approach to this survey was to twofold: to sense-check
the role of the PADC and the Skulls in the professional
lives of our members, and to give a WA perspective on
many of the national reports and surveys we were asked
to participate in. To that point, we’ve been able to supply
many national organisations and creative communities with
a WA-centric point of view that would otherwise be lost in
broader discussions around creative businesses and the
design, production and tech industries.
We’ve also gained valuable insights into the changing
role of the Club to individuals and businesses, which will
see some key changes to our structure and purpose in
the coming year. So thank you for your participation and
continued support of the PADC.
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We’ve also gained
valuable insights into
the changing role of the
Club to individuals and
businesses

59% ‘agreed’
or ‘strongly
agreed’ that
the ‘future of
my industry
concerns me’

The future of
the industry
Overall, WA respondents held reasonably high concerns about the
future of their jobs and the broader future of the industry. However,
these concerns seemed more focused on the direct future of individual
people and places rather than the WA market as a whole, with 64% either
‘agreeing’ or ‘strongly agreeing’ that the ‘future of my job concerns me’,
with only 20% ‘concerned’ about the scale of the WA market shrinking.
At the same time, 59% ‘agreed’ or ‘strongly agreed’ that the ‘future of
my industry concerns me’, which speaks to more existential concerns
about the role of creative production, design and tech as an industry. WA
creativity needs a clear articulation of its purpose to gain support and
recognition from other industries, government and the public in the future.
The connection between mental health and physical well-being, financial
income, job security, reduction in hours and a broader connection to
creative industry and community were also highlighted as important
factors for the future of the WA industry.
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Agree
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Neither agree
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Neither agree
nor disagree

Neither agree
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Disagree

Strongly disagree
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The future
of my job
concerns me

The future of
my industry
concerns me

My job has
changed
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The quality
of our work

The
opportunities
for new and
ongoing work
spaces

The
limitations of
home work
spaces

The ability
to properly
connect
with
my team

The ability
to properly
connect
with
my clients

The ability
to pivot my
skillset

The scale
of the WA
market
shrinking

Please rank the things you are
most concerned about in the
current environment (and beyond)
from highest to lowest
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Mental health
and handling
change
Overall, there was a clear indication that people in the
creative industries felt that they were handling most
elements of professional change well – not surprising for
an industry built on a legacy of creative problem solving
and adaptability. 63% ‘agreed’ that they were ‘handling
the change well’, with 21% ‘neutral’.
The work/life balance conundrum continues to be a
vexing issue for some people, which was obviously
exacerbated by the bizarre working conditions that most
of us found ourselves in. 41% of ‘agreed’ they that were
‘handling work/life balance’, with 32% ‘neutral’.
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community
around me
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Strongly disagree

I feel that I
am handling
change well
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Is there anything else you are
concerned about that was not
mentioned above?
“I am concerned about an already
small industry shrinking, and our
favourite and trusted suppliers
being put in jeopardy.”
“That WA’s sector/industry bounceback will take longer than expected
- it rests on all businesses being
able to spend on advertising and
brand again.”
“Career progression in this
landscape will be delayed.”

“I’m concerned when clients have
little respect for experience in the
industry.”
“Prospects for new industry
graduates. Declining understanding
by clients of the importance of
advertising, and appreciation of
creativity.”
“Award shows just died. Does the
quality of the work therefore die
too? Is everything going to be fast
turnaround bang it out and log the
hours? If so, for how long?”

“I need to get
out more.”
“Connection to the industry often
feels like it’s through liking and
following other local creatives
socials. It feels like now when
everyone is forced to become a
hermit the local scene has gone
quiet. I just hope the generosity of
the community stays post-Covid
with people sharing projects and
lending a hand to people new to the
industry.
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“Struggling to find motivation to
push myself. Feeling disconnected
from sources of creativity. It’s also
difficult to learn new skill sets in this
environment - hands on coaching is
frustrating in a virtual setting. I want
to sleep until it’s over!!!”

“My job security.
I’m really worried
about losing
my job and I’m
actively trying to
build a back-up
plan in case/when
it happens.”
“Rushing back to “normal”
too quickly.”

“Managing pay-cuts / reduced
hours / managing senior
leadership’s expectations with the
realities of working from home and
the additional time required.”
“I feel that there are a lot of
opportunities that are presenting
themselves because of this
situation. We’ve also got the time
and the opportunity (because of
limitations) to skill up.”
“I’m really concerned about the
quality of Perth creatives. We’ve
been living through an education
and quality standards crisis for the
entire decade I’ve been a creative
professional, and I think you should
be releasing surveys about that.”

“Limitations of new opportunities
and ongoing work that leads to
reduced capacity and working
hours.”
“I think the distinct lack of in
person meet-ups and gatherings
is probably the saddest reality.
It’s been great to spend more
intimate time with close loved ones,
but there’s a balance between
spending time with them and
sometimes complete strangers.”
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New
opportunities
Overall, many of you found the ‘new normal’ of working
to be a mostly positive experience, with creative ways
of working together and the opportunity to develop
new skills. Your comments reflected a deep sense of
inspiration and creative renewal that such a hard reboot
demanded, including new opportunities in market and
more flexible working scenarios.
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The ability to
create new
opportunities
in the market

The ability to
develop new
skillsets

Better
work/life
balance

Different/
more
creative
ways of
working
together

What are you most optimistic about
in the current environment?

Time away
from the
same old
office
environment

Ability to
network
with other/
new
creatives
and makers

Other
• Chance for society
in general to revisit
how things are done
• The resilience that
this is building in our
agency team
• Time to work on
passion projects
• Rest
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Awards and
PADC in 2020
The role of awards and award shows seems to have changed dramatically
in the past few months, as many of the international mainstays have either
temporarily shut down or dramatically retooled their approach. Some of you
told us that it was still important to recognise and inspire the benchmark
work of the WA industry, as well as continue to build the sense of community
and creative standards that an award show provides.
There was a strong opinion that a 2020 Skulls Awards show should reflect
the reality of a pre- and post-COVID world, and continue to build relevance
to a changing industry with many new and evolving roles – including roles
that are outside the traditional creative/design/production paradigms.
The PADC’s role in all of this was clear: continue to build a community that both
inspires one another and stretches our influence beyond the walled gardens of
‘creativity’. Highlight local work and local people, and spark new opportunities
for individuals and companies to show the best they’re capable of.
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Nothing changed, same
category and format
A completely online
awards experience
Different categories to reflect
a different reality in 2020
No awards
show in 2020

Other

• Awards judged on budget categories (acknowledging The New Normal).
• Sorry - not really a fan of awards although appreciate good work!.
• Inclusion of client in-house work as well as agency lead work.

How would you like to celebrate
creative success in 2020?

• Use international judges and place Western Australian work alongside
international work to be judged.

What would you like awards to
look like in this environment?
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Build a sense of community

Recognise and celebrate awards
Connect freelancers and agencies
with client opportunities
Highlight local work and people
Inspiration and stories from
around the creative communities
Other

• Sense of community, local work, and people and stories.
• I want to click 1, 4 and 5.
• I don’t think acknowledgement is important or essential.

What’s the one thing you’d like
to see the PADC doing in order to
inspire, assist and acknowledge
the creators of commercial
communications in WA?
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Learnings
from COVID
At the end of the day, the survey reaffirmed what most of
us already knew – that community and human connection
are important to the work, important to mental well-being,
and important to a healthy, functioning industry. Offices
and meetings aren’t critical for effective and high-quality
work. And large-scale change is possible when the
industry moves together as one.
However, many of you also spoke about managing time
in a whole new way, and finding surprising new levels
of personal resiliency. Our collective training in creative
problem solving, and our experience with uncomfortable
conversations and radically new paradigms, continues to
be our biggest strength.
Overall, no matter where the commercial communications
industry finds itself over the next few months and years,
it’s the people within the industry who are going to find
ways to adapt, reinvent, and thrive.
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TV/Film
Radio/Digital Audio
Digital Display & Web
Social Media
Podcasts
Print (Magazines/Newspaper)
Outdoor
Other

• None, I haven’t worked
• Video content
• Images supplied via cloud service
to clients
• Not currently working on campaign work
- just strategic research deliverables
• Digital
• Packaging design
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Which of the following
channels are you MOST
using to deliver or
produce creative work
since COVID-19?

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly disagree

Creativity has
changed
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My ideas have
changed

My job has
changed

Opinions
Enough from us,
let’s hear from you.
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What’s one thing you’ve learnt from
this whole COVID-19 experience,
that you’d like to share with others?
“Be positive.”
“Approach it like a dreaded
hill in a run. Put your head
down, grit your teeth and
keeping putting one foot in
front of the other. There will
eventually be a top, there
always is. And the downhilll
will be sweeter for it.”
“We can step outside of our
daily bubble to feed our
creative brains.”

“Some meetings can
be emails.”
“Being adaptable
is important.”
“We are all more connected
than we thought before this
started. Times will change
how we communicate and I
am excited for this.”
“Offices and meetings
are overrated.”

“It’s made me realise that you
can’t completely supplement
face-to-face interaction with
digital. It’s a faint facsimile of
the real thing.”
“We are very lucky to do
what we do, right now. “
“My dog is a better
colleague than my actual
workmates. There, I said it!”
”Communication is still king.”
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“The social aspect of
agency life is still as
important as ever.
Being part of, and
contributing to a
supportive agency
‘family’ is what
determines the overall
tone of your day.”
“Physical human connections really do matter.
For all the genius of technology that renders
us more ‘connected’ than ever before, and
for all the amazing ways we have adapted to
living and working in isolation, this sudden
disconnection from each other is clearly
hurting. Tech can only do so much. We remain
creatures who crave togetherness - face to
face, elbow to elbow. This reality has always
inspired the most powerful creative insights.
Here’s to its resurgence.”
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“Our industry has adapted
to be more supportive of it’s
members than in previous
economic down turns. This
is a good thing, it’s making
business less brutal and
more humane.”

“In times of hardships or change
there are opportunities for new
and different business systems
and structures. Watching our
industry continue to work and
innovate in new and creative
ways will be exciting.”

“We’re all in this
together, so let’s help
each other out.”
“Consistent communication with your
team is the most important thing.”
“It’s ok to feel uninspired during this time. It’s
not business as usual and it’s not a holiday
either. Taking time out to just rest and be
creative and play rather than produce work for
an outcome, success or that is client driven.”
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“It changed how I
see the world and
how lucky I am to be
able to work online.”
“Distilling my craft and business to
its core truths has focused the true
worth of our agency to others. New
efficiencies have been found, time
wasting clients have disappeared and
increased levels of productivity have
occurred in the new online-only reality.”

“It’s hard to be creative
when you’re in a constant
low-level fear environment.
I worry about when we’ll

“Cliche AF: be open to change.”

create and push good work

“Empathy goes a long way. Be
nice. Be patient. SMILE!”

again. Fear doesn’t seem to

“Being around family makes me more
creative and a better worker.”
“Creatives really think they can
solve the world’s problems.”
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be driving motivation as it
might normally.”

“Take nothing for granted, and be
open to breaking out of your comfort
zone. The world we live in can
change in an instant, those willing to
adapt and embrace that change are
the ones who come out on top.”
“Companies weren’t as equipped
to deal with the mass increase in
online deliveries as I thought they
would be.”
“Don’t sneeze in public.”

“Don’t take it personally. Every
industry is suffering. You also get
a reality check- designers and
advertisers aren’t as indispensable
as we think we are.”
“I hate seeing people stress about
what they can’t control. We’re all
going through this together and
our industry will be affected like
everyone else. We need to support
each other, our clients and our
community as best as our skills can
serve them.”

“A lot of the ideas that have been
presented but rejected in the past
are now being acknowledged. ie
braver, brand-building content in
niche and audience-centric media
and locations. Creative ideas are
being celebrated again... although
only due to panic. Content is the
creative toilet paper for clients.”
“Change is good. We should
embrace it, not fear it.”
“A lot of good can come out of
something bad.”
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“The importance of effective
communication and teamwork has
never been more apparent. When
we head back to our offices, I hope
that this experience would have
strengthened our ability to listen,
collaborate and create.”
“Once you get over the initial
shock or fear of the current
situation, creative thinking is
a ‘tool’ that can help solve any
problem. We need to get out of
our comfort zone and think beyond
the obvious. Different problems
require different thinking.”
“My conversational style doesn’t
work well in Zoom meetings of
more than two people.”
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”The people I work with and the
interactions we share are so
incredibly valuable to me. They are
my spark.”
Office culture, whether good or
bad, follows you home. During
COVID-19 I invited it all into my
home. My dining table became
a desk and my colleagues and
clients my household, and I learnt a
new level of appreciation for good
office culture.”
“How important your colleagues are
for work. WFH has made me realise
how valuable the little things are like
the Monday morning chats, coffee
runs, office gags and having your
friends physically next to you when
you are doing it tough.”

“Bulk copy
jobs live on.”
“That mental health
matters. As someone
who comes from
the privileged place of never
having experienced mental health
issues, I’ve been humbled by this
experience. I am learning to feel
comfortable feeling some pretty
uncomfortable stuff. I’m learning
to ride the waves. I’m learning to
self-soothe. It’s been tough, but
it has changed what I previously
understood mental health to be.
We need to look out for each other.”
“There is even less of a place for
the ego in times like this.”
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Images for illustration reference and/
or collage courtesy of unsplash from
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Thank
you
to all our members
and participants in
the survey

